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Abstract— Spidy floor cleaner is a system  that  enable 

cleaning of floor by using highly stabilized and rapidly 

functionalized electronic and mechanical control system .In 

an Ancient ,floor was clean by manually operated mode .In 

current project work target to used automatic floor cleaner for 

large floor in household purposes as well as in offices and in 

colleges . All hardware and software operations are controlled 

by ATmega328 microcontroller. This system can perform 

sweeping and mopping task.IR sensor is used for obstacle 

detection and automatic water sprayer system is used .There 

are five motors are used, two motors for wheels, one for roller 

brush and two motors are front wheel adjustment .RF module 

is used to transmit and receive information between the 

cleaning system .The whole circuit is work on 12v battery. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this generation of automation ,it is broadly define as the 

replacement of manual work by electromechanical strength 

.different techniques are used for various purposes in 

household hospitals ,railways stations offices , small 

industries and domestic application . 

Initially the importance of this project for cleaning 

the floor surface .Fully automated and medium automated 

floor cleaner machines are available in the market are of high 

weight and highly cost .In this project work , spidy floor 

cleaner machine based on ATmega328 microcontroller . 

The roller brush is attached to the wooden plate as 

its front of the assembly. In order to collect the dust while 

moving. It uses IR sensor to detect the obstacle then change 

its direction it reduces the cost of labor. It protect from back 

pain of labor. The time taken for cleaning is very less and cost 

is very less. The process of cleaning is achieved to a great 

extend. 

Brushes are attached at its side in order to collect the 

dust while moving. It uses IR sensor to detect the obstacle and 

hence change its direction while moving and also preventing 

the cleaner. 

II. WORKING 

AS the battery switch is on the power supply is continuous 

operate a components  the direct current is to operate dc 

motors which performs a front wheel of the dc motor and the 

roller brush mount on the dc motor .which performs a key role 

of a forward , backward ,left ,and right motion and cleaning 

operation respectively . 

There are three dc motor is used .one is rotate the 

mop or roller brush for cleaning the surface .The dc motor 

used for rotation of the mop having high torque than the 

motor used for brush the high rpm DC motor are used the 

other to DC motor .water stored in a chamber that as a 

opening control by motor this to ON position the spread. 

ATmega328 microcontroller is used to control the 

whole system this machine .microcontroller gives the signal 

to the motor drive .then the drive supply the signal to the rear 

wheel of DC motor and roller washer of DC motor. 

When this process is in running sometime the 

obstacle is on the way of machine that obstacle is detect by 

IR sensor. It having range of 10 to 80 cm. then IR sensor same 

the signal to the microcontroller and microcontroller get back 

signal to the IR sensor for changing the path of machine.  

A. Components  

1) Frame  

2) DC Motor  

3) Battery  

4) Roller Washer  

5) Wheel  

6) L-Clamp  

7) Arduino Circuit  

8) IR Sensor  

9) Water Tank  

B. Advantages 

1) It reduced human effort. 

2) It easy mounting and easy to operate. 

3) We can use these automatic and manually. 

C. Disadvantages 

1) Life span of battery is less because of charging problem. 

2) limited water stored in the tank. 

D. Application 

Our project has wide range of application  

1) Spidy floor is developed to make cleaning process easier 

especially for working people. 

2) This spidy floor cleaner is designed for specific area such 

as under college and home. 

3) We can save our time by using this system. 
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III. FUTURE SCOPE 

Spidy floor cleaner is used for sweeping and mopping by 

using roller brush. It is more beneficial and reduced the work 

time also reduced the human effort .it is compact and 

portable. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Thus , this work provides an alternative to the automatic floor 

cleaner machine is suitable for small areas  it eliminate power 

fluctuation and less initial as well as final investment .time 

consumption is less. 
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